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The photoinduced hydrogen �or deuterium� detachment reaction of thiophenol �C6H5SH� or
thiophenol-d1 �C6H5SD� pumped at 243 nm has been investigated using the H �D� ion velocity map
imaging technique. Photodissociation products, corresponding to the two distinct and anisotropic
rings observed in the H �or D� ion images, are identified as the two lowest electronic states of
phenylthiyl radical �C6H5S· �. Ab initio calculations show that the singly occupied molecular orbital
of the phenylthiyl radical is localized on the sulfur atom and it is oriented either perpendicular or
parallel to the molecular plane for the ground �B1� and the first excited state �B2� species,
respectively. The experimental energy separation between these two states is 2600±200 cm−1 in
excellent agreement with the authors’ theoretical prediction of 2674 cm−1 at the CASPT2 level. The
experimental anisotropy parameter ��� of −1.0±0.05 at the large translational energy of D from the
C6H5SD dissociation indicates that the transition dipole moment associated with this optical
transition at 243 nm is perpendicular to the dissociating S–D bond, which in turn suggests an
ultrafast D+C6H5S· �B1� dissociation channel on a repulsive potential energy surface. The reduced
anisotropy parameter of −0.76±0.04 observed at the smaller translational energy of D suggests that
the D+C6H5S· �B2� channel may proceed on adiabatic reaction paths resulting from the coupling of
the initially excited state to other low-lying electronic states encountered along the reaction
coordinate. Detailed high level ab initio calculations adopting multireference wave functions reveal
that the C6H5S· �B1� channel may be directly accessed via a 1�n� ,�*� photoexcitation at 243 nm
while the key feature of the photodissociation dynamics of the C6H5S· �B2� channel is the
involvement of the 3�n� ,�*�→ 3�n� ,�*� profile as well as the spin-orbit induced avoided crossing
between the ground and the 3�n� ,�*� state. The S–D bond dissociation energy of thiophenol-d1 is
accurately estimated to be D0=79.6±0.3 kcal/mol. The S–H bond dissociation energy is also
estimated to give D0=76.8±0.3 kcal/mol, which is smaller than previously reported ones by at least
2 kcal/mol. The C–H bond of the benzene moiety is found to give rise to the H fragment. Ring
opening reactions induced by the �-�* /n�-�* transitions followed by internal conversion may be
responsible for the isotropic broad translational energy distribution of fragments. © 2007 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2424939�

I. INTRODUCTION

Stereodynamics has been one of the most fascinating
aspects in chemical dynamics. The steric factor has long
been employed as an essential parameter in the formulation
of theoretical rate constants based on the simple collision
theory.1,2 In order to investigate steric effects in chemical
reactions, a number of brilliant experiments for the align-
ment and/or orientation of reactant molecules have been in-
tensively carried out in recent decades.3–32 Many successful
examples have been reported for typical systems such as the
bimolecular reaction between a metal atom with an oriented
methyl iodide.3–8,33 Accordingly, there exist may excellent
review articles on this subject,33–41 and the concept of such
alignment will be briefly described here. As the so-called

“cone of acceptance” is easily visualized for reactive colli-
sion experiments in which two reactants are relatively well
oriented with respect to each other, the molecular alignment
in the laboratory frame has been the subject most intensively
investigated.3–20 In many cases, the alignment of molecules
has been achieved by using the interaction of the molecular
permanent or transition dipole moments with a strong exter-
nal electric field, often generated by the optical pumping,8–15

which then manipulates the nuclear framework in the
laboratory-fixed axes. This “laboratory-frame” alignment of
the molecule, therefore, enables one to explore stereoselec-
tive chemistry in terms of a chemical shape along the direc-
tion of approach in bimolecular reactions.

A conceptually different kind of alignment is known for
open-shell reactants where the relative orientation of the
electronic orbital with respect to the direction of bimolecular
collision plays a critical role in stereoselective chemical re-
activity. Such an electronic orbital alignment can be achieved
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in three different processes:35 �a� precollision alignment, �b�
in-collision alignment, and �c� postcollision alignment. In the
precollision alignment, for example, atomic orbital angular
momentum is aligned in the laboratory frame by the polar-
ized laser pulse.16–20 For in-collision alignment, electronic
states of the collision pair prepared in the form of the van der
Waals complex is specifically selected.21,22 In the postcolli-
sion alignment, the electronic orbital is aligned either in
the laboratory or recoil frame subsequent to the reactive
�or inelastic� collision, photodissociation, or gas-surface
collision.23–31 Typically, atoms and diatomic molecules have
been subjected to such experiments. For instance, the relative
population in �-doublet states of diatomic fragments
such as OH�¯�2�3 ;X 2��, NO�¯�2�1 ;X 2��, and
NH*�¯�1�3 ;c 1�� has long been utilized as a clue for de-
termining the planarity of the photodissociation process.28–31

This is aided by the fact that the singly occupied electronic
orbital, in the classical limit, is either parallel or perpendicu-
lar to the rotating plane. The orbital angular momentum may
be relatively well defined along the molecular axis for linear
polyatomic molecules. However, for other polyatomics con-
taining conjugated molecular fragments such as a benzene
ring, there usually occurs a strong conjugation between the
molecular frame �i.e., benzene ring� and the substituents,
which results in the ill-defined orbital angular momentum
with respect to the symmetry species. For example, it is well
known that the oxygen lone pair in phenol exhibits a consid-
erable amount of � interaction with the adjacent benzene
ring.42,43

One may consider yet another kind of orbital alignment
which may be classified as a “postcollision” alignment pro-
cess. Here, an intramolecular orbital alignment is achieved in
the molecular frame defined by symmetry rather than in the
laboratory or recoil frame such as a rotating plane. For ex-
ample, the � and � structures of hydrogen-abstracted planar
aromatic radicals give rise to molecular orbitals aligned with
respect to a molecular frame defined by the benzene moiety.
The energetic ordering of such radical species enforced by
the symmetry-allowed crossing of A� and A� states of the
parent neutral molecule �i.e., the respective � and � struc-
tures of the radical� has, in fact, been predicted almost three
decades ago.44 In particular, phenol and related compounds
have received a considerable amount of interest as a proto-
type of aromatic biomolecules. It is now well accepted that
in the photochemistry of phenol and other planar aromatic
systems, the ground 1A� state correlates asymptotically to the
electronically excited 2� state of the phenoxyl radical and the
excited 1A� of the parent molecule to the ground 2� state of
the radical species.45–48 Theoretical investigations of the
photoinduced hydrogen detachment, which has only become
available recently, provide an intuitive account of the photo-
dissociation dynamics of phenol.45–47

As for thiol compounds, there is a fruitful amount of
studies available such as for those of H2S �Refs. 49–56� and
CH3SH.57–60 To the best of our knowledge, however, aro-
matic thiophenol has rarely been studied and as a result no
detailed information on the photodissociation process of the
hydrogen detachment reaction is available. We note a photo-
dissociation study of C6H5SH→C6H5+SH channel at

193 nm by Nourbakhsh et al.61 An interesting feature of the
hydrogen-detached phenylthiyl radical is that both the ex-
cited triplet states as well as the singlet state could easily
generate the radical species. In light of this, we investigated
the photodissociation of jet-cooled C6H5SH �C6H5SD� at
243 nm and presented the first experimental evidence for the
photoinduced products of phenylthiyl radical species charac-
terized by specifically chosen molecular orbital alignment
with respect to the benzene moiety. In this paper we intend to
give a full experimental account of our previous
Communication.62 Furthermore, we elaborate on the previ-
ous theoretical investigation and provide some clues as to the
minimum energy pathways for the hydrogen detachment re-
action of thiophenol. Novel aspects of the thiophenol photo-
dissociation process, which are crucial for the interpretation
of the observed experimental data, are revealed through
detailed multireference ab initio calculations.

II. EXPERIMENT

Only a brief description of the experimental setup for the
velocity map ion imaging is given below as a more extensive
detail has been described elsewhere.63 A differentially
pumped vacuum chamber equipped with two turbomolecular
pumps �Varian 550� was used for the preparation of the su-
personic jet and molecular ionization/detection. An �5%
mixture of thiophenol �Aldrich� in He was expanded through
a nozzle orifice �General Valve 9 series, 0.3 mm diameter�
into vacuum with a backing pressure of approximately
3 atm. The nozzle was heated to 65 °C and was operated at
a 10 Hz repetition. The resultant supersonic jet was skimmed
through a 1 mm diameter skimmer before being overlapped
with the laser pulse. The third harmonic output of a neody-
mium doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser �Spectra-
Physics, GR150� was used to pump a dye laser �Lambda
Physik, Scanmate2� to generate the laser pulse at
242–244 nm after frequency doubling through a beta barium
borate crystal placed on a homemade autotracker.
Deuterium-substituted thiophenol �C6H5SD� was prepared
by mixing D2O with thiophenol dissolved in ether, which
was stirred vigorously for the H/D substitution. This process
was repeated several times before the C6H5SD enriched
thiophenol compound was extracted from the ether solvent.
But, because of the incomplete H/D substitution, the mixture
with �80% of thiophenol-d1 was used. The hydrogen �or
deuterium� generated by the photodissociation of thiophenol
at 243 nm was ionized by �2+1� resonance-enhanced ioniza-
tion by the same laser pulse used for excitation. These ions
were repelled, accelerated on the ion optics carefully aligned
for the velocity mapping condition, and detected on a posi-
tion sensitive detector equipped with dual microchannel
plates with a P20 phosphor screen �Burle, 3040 FM CT,
40 mm diameter�. The polarization of the laser pulse was
perpendicular to the time-of-flight axis, while it was parallel
to the position sensitive detector plane. The wavelength of
the laser pulse was continuously scanned over the entire
Doppler width of the H/D ionization transition while the
image was being taken and averaged over 36 000 laser shots.
Images were recorded by a charge-coupled device camera
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�Hammamatsu� using a gravity event counting method.
Three-dimensional images were constructed from two-
dimensional raw images using the basis-set expansion
�BASEX� algorithm.64 Speed and angular distributions of the
fragments extracted from the images were calibrated based
on a controlled experiment on the O2 photodissociation for
which the energetics have been well documented.65

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Molecular geometry optimization for the construction of
potential energy curves as a function of S–H coordinate was
performed at the CASSCF level with respect to the ground
state gradients. The active space in CASSCF are six elec-
trons in six orbitals composed of the highest occupied and
lowest unoccupied � orbitals between S and H and two pairs
of � bonding and antiorbitals on benzene. All degrees of
freedom were relaxed during optimization except for a few
cases where oscillatory behavior was observed near the in-
tersection of electronic states under consideration. This pre-
sented no further difficulty in the construction of potential
energy curves as the rather uncharacteristic geometric pa-
rameters �i.e., those for the benzene ring� do not alter signifi-
cantly to cause a quantitative problem in the final results.
Dynamic correlation effects were accounted for at the multi-
reference configuration interaction �MRCI� level for the po-
tential energy profile. Where spin-orbit effects were consid-
ered, a state averaged MRCI procedure was adopted. Vertical
excitation energies at the ground state equilibrium geometry
for selected states were obtained at the complete active space
second order perturbation theory �CASPT2� level. Density
functional theory �DFT� calculations were also carried out

for comparison of vertical excitation energies. The basis set
used in all calculations was 6-31G**. All calculations were
performed with GAUSSIAN03 �Ref. 66� and MOLPRO �Ref. 67�
program packages.

Before leaving this section we briefly mention that the
planar structure of thiophenol with S–H fragment oriented
parallel to the benzene plane is found to lie lower in energy
by 0.75 kcal/mol than the one with S–H perpendicular to
benzene at the DFT level �B3LYP/6-31G**�. The ground
state geometry therefore adopts a planar geometry in a Cs

symmetry where the plane containing the benzene ring is
defined as the xy plane and the C–S bond is along the x axis.
For the radical, we used a C2� point group where the main
two-fold z axis is placed along the C–S bond and the mol-
ecule lies in the yz plane. We do not give in this report
detailed geometry parameters, which will be made available
upon request.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Translational energy distribution and anisotropy
parameters of the D fragment in the photodissociation
of C6H5SD at 243 nm

Raw and reconstructed images of the D ion from the
photodissociation of C6H5SD at 243 nm are shown in Figs.
1�a� and 1�b�, respectively. The two-dimensional �2D� pro-
jection of the raw three-dimensional �3D� distribution in Fig.
1�a� has been reconstructed by the BASEX algorithm64 to give
the center slice of the 3D distribution of the D fragment in
Fig. 1�b�. Clearly, both images consist of two distinct aniso-
tropic rings corresponding to the two different translational
energies. From the reconstructed image, the total transla-
tional energy distribution is extracted using the following
relation:

FIG. 1. �a� 2D projection of the 3D spatial distribution of D ion, �b� the
center slice of the reconstructed 3D distribution, and �c� experimental setup
used. The vertical arrow in �a� and �c� indicates the polarization of the pump
laser. M: mirror, FL: focusing lens, PO: polarizing optics, IO: ion optics, and
PSD: position sensitive detector.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The total translational energy distribution and asso-
ciated anisotropy parameter. Open circles are showing the total translation
energy distribution, while the �red� dotted and �blue� solid lines represent
the translational energy distribution for the D+C6H5S· �B1� and D
+C6H5S· �B2� channels, respectively. The averaged anisotropy parameter as
a function of the total translation energy is shown as the filled rectangle and
used for the deconvolution of the translational energy distribution �see the
text�.
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ET
tot =

mC6H5S + mD

mC6H5S
ET

D, �1�

where ET
tot is the total transitional energy, ET

D the kinetic en-
ergy of the D fragment, and mD/mC6H5S the masses of the
respective deuterium/phenylthiyl fragments. An appropriate
Jacobian �dv /dE�1/v� was applied to convert the velocity
distribution to the translational energy distribution, P�ET�.
Figure 2 depicts the resulting total translational energy dis-
tribution. Also plotted in the figure is the angular distribution
of the D fragment represented by the anisotropy parameter
��� which is extracted from the D atom images analyzed by
the BASEX algorithm64 using the relation below,

I��� � �1 + �P2�cos ��� . �2�

Here, � is the angle between the pump laser polarization and
the recoil velocity vector of the fragment, P2�x� the second
order Legendre polynomial, and I��� is the signal intensity of
the fragment ion as a function of �.

Quite obviously, the total translational energy distribu-
tion undergoes little change from the D atom translational
energy distribution as most of the translational energy goes
to the D fragment due to the much smaller mass of D atom
compared with that of C6H5S·. A more interesting feature of
photodissociation is revealed by the presence of a bimodal
distribution with two distinct peaks located at 24.7 and
32.4 kcal/mol, corresponding to the inner and the outer rings
of the velocity map image, respectively. Since there is no
intrinsic internal energy for the D fragment, it is only natural
to infer that the observed peaks arise from two different
quantum states of phenylthiyl radical produced by photoin-
duced hydrogen detachment in thiophenol. Furthermore, the
two distinctive anisotropy values obtained for �=−1 and
�=−0.76 relating to the respective larger and the smaller
translational energies indicate that there are at least two dis-
tinct dissociation pathways responsible for the two anisotro-
pies at the observed peaks. This is also supported by the
sharp transition around these two values. One may, therefore,
safely exclude the possibility that the origin of the observed
peaks is related to vibrational excitation of the radical as
such a distinct bimodal distribution is not expected for the
vibrational energy disposal of the polyatomic fragment with
many vibrational degrees of freedom.68,69 The sharp varia-
tion of � as a function of the translation energy in the middle
part of the bimodal distribution also provides an excellent
clue for the deconvolution of the measured translational
energy distribution into two components with different
anisotropies. The deconvolution is carried out based on the
following relation:

��E� = �− 1.00�P1�E� + �− 0.76�P2�E� , �3�

where ��E� is the anisotropy parameter as a function of the
translational energy E. P1�E� and P2�E� represent the respec-
tive population of the D fragment belonging to �=−1.00 and
�=−0.76 channels with P1�E�+ P2�E�=1. The deconvoluted
distributions of each channel show the similar shape to each
other though the distribution at the smaller energy is wider
than that at the large translational energy �Fig. 2�.

B. Molecule-frame orbital alignment of the phenylthiyl
radical „C6H5S· …

The experimental findings in the previous section
strongly suggest that there exist at least two distinctive path-
ways leading to the formation of phenylthiyl radical species
in two different electronic states. In fact, an early theoretical
study at the single excitation configuration interaction level

predicted two close-lying lowest electronic states X̃ and Ã of
the C6H5S· radical separated by �3200 cm−1.68 To the best
of our knowledge, there is no experimentally determined en-
ergy separation for these states.68–72 This is not surprising as

the transition between the X̃�B1� and Ã�B2� states is optically
forbidden. Nonetheless, one may still estimate such a quan-
tity from the location of the observed peaks in the total trans-
lational energy distribution by taking the energy difference
between the maximum translational energy of each states in
the bimodal distribution as the energy difference between the
two lowest electronic states of C6H5S· radical. This is based
on the assumption that there are non-negligible products
formed in the zero-point vibrational level of each state.

The resulting Ã← X̃ excitation energy of 2600±200 cm−1

�vide supra� is in line with the earlier mentioned theoretical

value. In strong support for the present experimental Ã← X̃
excitation energy is our ab initio result obtained at the
CASPT2 level, giving 2674 cm−1. Spin-orbit effects are
found to be rather small, which increases the excitation en-
ergy by about 25 cm−1.

It has been argued before that the sulfur lone pair in
thiophenol exhibits a considerable amount of � interaction
with the benzene ring.73 This was based on the relative mag-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Natural orbitals for the singly occupied �SO� molecu-
lar orbital �MO�, highest doubly occupied MO �HOMO�, and second
HOMO �HOMO-1� of the �a� ground state and the �b� first electronically
excited state of thiophenol radical.
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nitude of the ionization potentials. Our ab initio calculation
reveals that the both singly occupied molecular orbitals

�SOMOs� for the X̃ and Ã states of phenylthiyl are largely
localized on the sulfur atom with little interaction with the
adjacent benzene � orbitals, as shown in Fig. 3. In other
words, the SOMOs are nonbonding characterized by the sin-
gly occupied 3p orbital on sulfur. This is also the case for the
highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� of neutral

thiophenol. The difference between the X̃ and Ã states of
phenylthiyl radical then results from the relative orientation
of the singly occupied nonbonding orbital aligned with re-

spect to the benzene plane. That is, the ground state �X̃� of
the radical exhibits the out-of-plane SOMO, belonging to a

B1 representation and the excited state �Ã� the in-plane
SOMO of a B2 representation. Derived from this is a sim-
plistic scheme for the generation of intramolecularly aligned
orbital species or simply a “molecular frame orbital align-
ment” via the photodissociation of thiophenol at 243 nm, as
depicted in Fig. 4.

It is worthwhile to investigate the branching ratio of two
dissociation channels and energy partitioning in each channel
as these can provide insights on the potential energy surfaces
along the dissociation coordinate. From the deconvoluted
translational energy distributions in Fig. 2, the branching
ratio at 243 nm is estimated to be 1.00:1.31 for the
D+C6H5S· �B1� and D+C6H5S· �B2� channels. The average
of the translational energy is calculated to be 30.82 kcal/mol
for the former and 18.58 kcal/mol for the latter. For the
D+C6H5S· �B1� channel, the available energy �Eavl� at
243 nm is 38.11±0.30 kcal/mol, which is obtained from the
equation Eavl=Eh�−D0. Here, Eh� denotes the photon energy
and D0 does the S–D bond dissociation energy, estimated
from the maximum value of the D translational energy dis-
tribution to be 79.6±0.3 kcal/mol, considering the initial in-
ternal energy of thiophenol in the supersonic jet which
should be much smaller than 0.05 kcal/mol. The available
energy for the D+C6H5S· �B2� channel, on the other hand, is
estimated from the relation Eavl=Eh�−D0−Ee, where the en-
ergy difference �Ee� between C6H5S· �B2� and C6H5S· �B1� is

taken to be 2600±200 cm−1. Therefore, the portionings of
the available energy into the translational degree of freedom
are estimated to be 80.9% and 60.6% for the C6H5S· �B1� and
C6H5S· �B2� channels, respectively �see Table I�. Different
energy partitionings suggest that the potential energy curves
for the two S–D dissociation channels along the S–D disso-
ciation coordinate should be quite different from each
other. The larger anisotropy parameter ��=−1.00� for the
D+C6H5S· �B1� channel indicates that the S–D bond rupture
is prompt, which is consistent with the larger translational
energy release. On the other hand, the reduced anisotropy
parameter ��=−0.76� for the D+C6H5S· �B2� channel may
indicate that the S–D band dissociation proceeds on adiabatic
surfaces where nuclear motions perpendicular to the S–D
elongation axis are strongly coupled along the reaction
coordinate. In this case a smaller translational energy and a
larger internal energy of the fragment are expected.
The translational energy distribution corresponding to the
D+C6H5S· �B2� channel �the inner ring of the image in
Fig. 1�b�� is indeed broader compared with that of the
D+C6H5S· �B1� channel, indicating that the internal energy
is more widely distributed for C6H5S· �B2� than for
C6H5S· �B1�. A theoretical interpretation of the two values of
anisotropy as well as possible minimum energy pathways are
detailed in the next section.

C. Minimum energy pathways leading to the S–D„H…

bond dissociation from C6H5SD„H…

The absorption spectrum of thiophenol taken in
n-hexanes shows no discernible structure in the UV region,
Fig. 5. Even though earlier low-level theoretical calculations
are available,74,75 neither the energetics nor the nature of

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematic diagram showing that the photodissocia-
tion of C6H5SD gives rise to intermolecular orbital alignment.

TABLE I. The energy disposal into the X̂�B1� and Ã�B2� states of the phenylthiyl radical �C6H5S· � in the
photodissociation of C6H5SD at 243 nm. �All values are in kcal/mol.�

Eavl �max�a �ET� fT �%� Ee �X−A� Yield �%�

X state �B1� 38.11±0.30 31.26 80.9 0 43.3
A state �B2� 30.66±0.27 20.43 60.6 7.45±0.57 56.7

aEavl=Ehv−D0�S−D�−Ee.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Absorption spectrum of thiophenol taken in
n-hexanes. The pump energy of 243 nm used in this work is indicated as an
arrow.
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electronic transitions of thiophenol are clearly known. There-
fore, attempted here is a phenomenological interpretation
based on the electronic transitions leading to the ultrafast
S–D bond rupture. An interesting characteristic of thiophenol
is that its HOMO is a nonbonding orbital which is localized
on the sulfur atom. Accordingly for the following discussion,
we designate the nonbonding in-plane p orbital on sulfur,
which transforms as a� by n� and the out-of-plane p orbital
transforming as a� by n�. The experimental anisotropy
parameter of −1 associated with the outer ring of the D
ion image in Fig. 1 indicates that the corresponding
D+C6H5S· �B1� channel should be characteristic of the ul-
trafast S–D bond rupture. In this case, the bond rupture is
initiated by a perpendicular transition of which the transition
dipole moment is perpendicular to the S–D bond axis. Such a
reaction proceeds along a repulsive energy profile. As for the
reduced anisotropy parameter of −0.76 found for the slower
D fragment associated with the inner ring in Fig. 1, there are
two possible scenarios. One is that the transition dipole mo-
ment for the initial excitation may not be perpendicular to
the dissociating S–D bond. One possible electronic transition
is the excitation to 1�n� ,�*� state, of which the transition
dipole moment lies on the molecular plane. The fact that
both n� and �* orbital transforms as a� means that the re-
sulting transition dipole moment behaves like A�. In this
case, depending on the angle between the transition dipole
moment and the S–D bond axis, the anisotropy parameter
could be reduced from the limiting value of −1. The
other plausible scenario is a delayed reaction time for the
D+C6H5S· �B2� channel. The optical transition, in this case,
is perpendicular to the S–D bond axis. However, the poten-
tial energy surfaces leading to D+C6H5S· �B2� may couple
with other low-lying electronic states along the reaction co-
ordinate, resulting in a slower reaction time, hence the re-
duced � value. The final products are consequences of the
electronic bifurcation.

In order to gain further insights into the photodissocia-
tion dynamics of the hydrogen detachment pathways, poten-
tial energy curves along the S–H dissociation coordinate are
constructed from ab initio calculations. The details of com-

putation were given earlier and will not be repeated here
unless necessary for clarification. Figure 6 depicts the poten-
tial energy curves for thiophenol, obtained at the MRCI
level, along the S–H coordinates dissociating to the two low-
est electronic states of phenylthiyl radical. As can be seen,
there are two repulsive states and a bound state for hydrogen
detachment, corresponding to the triplet/singlet pair of

�n� ,�*� and the ground state, X̃, respectively. On a diabatic

curve there is a crossing between X̃�A�� and 3,1�n� ,�*��A�� at
around R=2.9 Å due to symmetry conservation. Conse-

quently, the ground state thiophenol X̃�A�� correlates to the
excited state �B2� of the radical whereas the excited state of
3,1�n� ,�*��A�� correlates to the ground state �B1� of the radi-
cal at the dissociation limit. At the pump energy of 243 nm
both the triplet and singlet repulsive states are accessible for
photoexcitation. Due to small spin-orbit effects, however,
spin-allowed transitions are expected to dominate. Then the
more likely transition is to the spin allowed 1�n� ,�*� at the
initial photoexcitation. Furthermore, the anisotropy �=−1 is
perfectly explained by the possibility that repulsive potential
1�n� ,�*� is directly reached by an excitation at 243 nm. This
leads to the ultrafast dissociation channel leading to the
H+C6H5S· �B1� product. Although a direct excitation to
1�n� ,�*� seems to be the more likely candidate for the pho-
todissociation, the energy profile for the 3�n� ,�*� state still
provides an interesting aspect of the dynamics. This becomes
apparent when spin-orbit effects are taken into consideration,
as shown in Fig. 7. That is, spin-orbit interaction gives rise to

an avoided crossing between 3�n� ,�*� and X̃. Then, both the
upper �H+C6H5S· �B2�� and lower �H+C6H5S· �B1�� disso-
ciation channels may well be reached if one assumes, for the
former, an intersystem crossing between the singlet and trip-
let repulsive states before the avoided crossing. Then the
longer lifetime caused by a shallow well due to a spin-orbit
induced avoided crossing may be the reason for the reduced
��=−0.76� for H+C6H5S· �B2� product channel compared to
the H+C6H5S· �B1� channel ��=−1.00�.

Hydrogen detachment dynamics described above are
mainly focused on the direct dissociation pathway accessible

FIG. 6. Calculated potential energy curves of thiophenol as a function of
S–H coordinate dissociating to the two lowest states of radical. The energy
profile is obtained at the MRCI level. HOMO/SOMO is also shown.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Diabatic �solid line� and spin-orbit coupled �dotted
line� potential energy curves of thiophenol as a function of S–H coordinate
dissociating to the two lowest states of phenylthiyl radical.
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by excitation energy of 243 nm. The question remains, how-
ever, as to other low-lying states. For example, it is well
known for phenol and phenol related clusters that the lowest
excited states is 1�� ,�*� which lies below 1�� ,�*�
state.45–47,76–79 We therefore elaborate on the above discus-
sion by including other possible states. As shown in Fig. 8,
1�n� ,�*� state is found to lie below 1�n� ,�*� and is, in fact,
the lowest excited singlet state of thiophenol. More striking
than the appearance of the 1�n� ,�*� below the repulsive
1,3�n� ,�*� is, perhaps, the presence of the 3�n� ,�*� state
which correlates to the H+C6H5S· �B2� channel at dissocia-
tion limit. The nature of this pathway is more complicated
than it appears on a first inspection. The repulsive part of the
potential energy profile, i.e., to the right of the peak at
around R=1.7 Å, is of the 3�n� ,�*� state. To the left of the
peak, however, the profile becomes attractive and is charac-
teristic of 3�n� ,�*�. As these two states do not cross each
other the adiabatic potential energy profile adopts a complex
shape, as depicted in Fig. 8. Although a direct excitation to
3�n� ,�*� is unlikely as it is spin forbidden, the repulsive
3�n� ,�*� may still be accessed via predissociation in combi-
nation with intersystem crossing from the nearby singlet
states, providing an alternative pathway to H+C6H5S· �B2�
dissociation channel. The slow D channel corresponding to
the D+C6H5S· �B2� channel thus could be the consequence
of the 3�n� ,�*� involvement in the initial electronic dephas-
ing process. Thereafter, the wave packet undergoes either
spin-orbit induced avoided crossing or follows another adia-
batic surface connecting to the 3�n� ,�*� state to give
C6H5S· �B2� as the final product.

There is yet another possibility for reaching the two
product channels. This concerns the case where the S–D
bond lies out of plane of the benzene ring. Then there would

be an avoided crossing between the X̃ and Ã states dissoci-
ating along the S–D coordinates due to symmetry conserva-
tion and the two product channels are naturally reached. Al-
though the planar configuration is the true ground state
geometry according to our calculation, even a small out-of-
plane bending vibration in S–D bond may prefer dissociation
pathways through this mechanism.

D. The C–H bond dissociation from C6H5SH
at 243 nm

The H ion image taken from the photodissociation of
C6H5SH at 243 nm shows a broad isotropic background sig-
nal in addition to two rings, Fig. 9. Although two peaks are
less distinct due to the strong broad backgroundlike feature,
it is still possible to extract useful values from the experi-
ment. By a careful deconvolution procedure assuming the
smooth variation of the broad distribution, the contribution
exclusively from the S–H bond dissociation of thiophenol
could be nicely separated �Fig. 9�. The overall shape and
energy gap between two peaks are almost same as those of
the D ion image in Fig. 2. The maximum value of the H
translational energy of the deconvoluted distribution gives
the S–H bond dissociation energy �see the following sec-
tion�. The broad feature is not observed in the D ion image
from the C6H5S–D dissociation at the same wavelength.
Therefore, the isotropic broad background image signal must
come from the C–H dissociation of the benzene moiety.
Because of the relatively poor purity of the C6H5SD sample
��80% �, the H ion image exclusively from the C–H disso-
ciation could not be obtained. It should be noted that the H
atom scrambling between SH and CH does not occur in the
excited or ground electronic state of C6H5SH under the ex-
perimental condition of this work.

Apart from the electronic transitions leading to the ul-
trafast S–H�D� bond dissociation discussed in previous sec-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Potential energy curves of thiophenol as a function of
S–H distance obtained at the MRCI level. Solid lines indicate singlet states
and dotted lines the triplet states.

FIG. 9. �Color online� �a� 2D projection of the 3D spatial distribution of the
H fragment, �b� the center slice of the reconstructed 3D distribution, and �c�
the total transnational energy distribution from the C6H5SH photodissocia-
tion at 243 nm. The contribution only from the S–H bond dissociation is
obtained by the deconvolution of the two distinct peaks out of the isotropic
broad background feature. Open circles are showing the total translation
energy distribution, while the �red� dotted and �blue� solid lines represent the
isotropic background and anisotropic H ion signals, respectively �see the
text�.
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tions, the strong 1�n� ,�*� and/or 1�� ,�*� transitions would
also be excited at 243 nm. Similarly to the case of benzene
or phenol, the C–H bond dissociation occurs in the ground
electronic state �S0� following the efficient nonradiative tran-
sitions. Since the internally hot thiophenol has enough time
for its state to be completely randomized among all internal
degrees of freedom prior to the bond dissociation, the energy
disposal is expected to be statistical. The maximum transla-
tional energy observed in the H ion image is found to be
larger than the theoretical total available energy when only
one photon of 243 nm is absorbed. Therefore, the two-
photon absorption of thiophenol should be heavily respon-
sible for the isotropic broad distribution in Fig. 9. The C–H
bond dissociation from C6H5SH is another very interesting
subject to be investigated, especially since it may give a clue
for disentangling complex dynamics which occur on many
upper electronic states.

E. The S–H bond dissociation energy

The S–H bond dissociation energy of thiophenol has
been subjected to intensive studies since thermochemical
cycle of such a compound is very important in chemistry of
sulfur containing compounds. Although the S–H bond disso-
ciation energy of thiophenol has been estimated both experi-
mentally and theoretically by many research groups,80–86 an
accurate value measured in the gas phase has not been avail-
able to date. Here we report the S–D bond dissociation en-
ergy of thiophenol-d1 for the first time with high accuracy,
giving D0�S–D�=79.6±0.3 kcal/mol. This value is deter-
mined from the maximum value of the total translational
energy distribution in Fig. 2. The S–H bond dissociation en-
ergy is, due to the zero-point energy difference, smaller than
the S–D bond energy. Two distinct peaks above the broad
background feature obviously correspond to H fragments
originated from the S–H dissociation. The S–H bond disso-
ciation energy is thus estimated from the deconvoluted
H atom translational energy distribution, giving D0�S–H�
=76.8±0.3 kcal/mol, Fig. 9. The reported value of this work
is somewhat smaller compared to all of previously reported

ones, Table II. Theoretical prediction varied according to the
method and basis set used for the calculation. Our CASPT2
calculation gives 82.99 kcal/mol, which is �5% larger than
the experiment, though a recent DFT calculation by Chandra
et al.85 gives the closer value of 79.49 kcal/mol. Selected
experimental and theoretical values for the S–H bond disso-
ciation energy of thiophenol by various methods are com-
piled in Table II.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a full account for our earlier
Communication regarding photoinduced hydrogen detach-
ment reaction of thiophenol in order to manifest a conceptual
basis for a novel case of orbital alignment occurring as
photoinduced products of planar aromatic systems.62 The
phenylthiyl radical species displaying a specific orbital align-
ment adopted at the photodissociation may serve as an ex-
ample of internally aligned orbital alignment. The perpen-
dicular alignment is found for the ground state C6H5S· �B1�
radical whereas the parallel alignment gives the electroni-
cally excited C6H5S· �B2� state, with an energy separation of
2600±200 cm−1. The ultrafast photodissociation leading to
the ground state H+C6H5S· �B1� channel is most likely to
proceed on a repulsive 1�n� ,�*� profile. This may be ac-
cessed directly by a photoexcitation at 243 nm. Accordingly,
the large fraction �80.9%� of the available energy goes into
the translational energy of products. On the other hand, for
the H+C6H5S· �B2� channel, the triplet states play a crucial
role in which the likely candidates for the minimum energy
pathways are �a� the repulsive 3�n� ,�*� state exhibiting a

spin-orbit induced avoided crossing with the bound X̃ state
and �b� the adiabatic profile characterized by 3�n� ,�*�
→ 3�n� ,�*� which provides an alternate repulsive pathway
for the dissociation product of H+C6H5S· �B2�. In this case,
the anisotropy value is reduced to the experimental value of
−0.76±0.04. The portion of translational energy in the
H+C6H5S· �B2� channel is relatively small �60.6%�, which
indicates that the nuclear motions perpendicular to the S–D

TABLE II. The S–H�D� bond dissociation energy �D0� of thiophenol in kcal/mol. �All previous reported and
theoretical values are those of the S–H bond dissociation energy.�

Method Ref. D0�S–H�

Expt. Velocity map ion imaging This work �S–D� 79.6±0.3
�S–H� 76.8±0.3

Calorimetrya 35 83.3±2.0
Estimated from pKa, EA, and IPb 36 79±1
TR-PACc 37 83.51±1.08

Theor. CASPT2 �6-31G�d , p�� This work 82.99
�RO�B3LYP�6-311+G�2d ,2p��+ 38 79.1
�U�MP2�fu��6-31G�d�� / �U�HF�6-31G�d��
ROMP2 �6-311+ +g�d , p�� 39 76.0
G3�MP2� 37 82.89
�RO�BLYP�6-311+ +G�2df ,2p�� 40 79.49
B3LYP �6-31G�d��+ �RO�B3LYP�6-311+G�2d ,2p�� 41 77.80

aEstimated from a empirical correlatin technique and atomic spectroscopy at 298 K.
bEA electron affinity and IP ionization potential.
cTime-resolved photoacoustic calorimetry.
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elongation coordinate are rather strongly coupled along the
weakly bound adiabatic potential energy surfaces. The
S–H�D� bond dissociation energy of thiophenol in the gas
phase is accurately determined for the first time, giving
D0�S–H�=76.8±0.3 and D0�S–D�=79.5±0.3 kcal/mol.
These values are smaller than previously measured ones, and
associated thermochemical values should be refined accord-
ingly.

The intramolecular orbital alignment could introduce a
new stereodynamic feature in chemical reactions. The very
small energy difference between two different orbital align-
ments suggests that the lifetime of the upper lying C6H5S·
radical should be long enough for the use in further chemical
reactions. Therefore, it will be an important question whether
or not the intramolecular orbital alignment of the C6H5S·
radical is going to affect the chemical reactivity, for instance,
in the bimolecular reaction. Since the orbital alignment is
with respect to the molecular frame, the experiment for in-
vestigating stereospecific dynamics could be relatively
simple since no laboratory-frame alignment or orientation
will be necessary. It will be interesting to investigate the
effect of orbital alignment when the phenylthiyl radical
�C6H5S· � forms complexes with metals. Thermodynamic
differences would also be worthwhile to be investigated
when two differently orbital-aligned phenylthiyl radicals ap-
proach to the two-dimensional surface for the chemical ad-
sorption. One may be able to control the orientation of the
molecule absorbed on the surface by prealigning the reactive
orbital with respect to the molecular plane. The experimental
demonstration of the stereospecific chemical reaction in
terms of the intramolecular orbital alignment could be quite
challenging. As a first step, the control of the molecule-frame
orbital alignment will be pursued in the near future, for
example, by tuning the excitation wavelength.
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